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Introduction
Association for Resilient Campus Design and Innovation (the “Corporation”) is committed to acting with integrity and 
fairness in all of its operations and is committed to avoiding conflicts of interest, potential conflicts of interest, and any 
appearance of conflicts of interest.  Accordingly, the Corporation has adopted this Policy under which Trusted Individuals, 
as defined below, must maintain the highest ethical standard in the conduct of the Corporation’s affairs and must conduct 
the Corporation’s business with integrity in a manner that excludes considerations of personal advantage or gain.  Each 
Trusted Individual must avoid any situation that involves or may involve a conflict, or an appearance of conflict, between 
the interest of the Corporation and his or her personal interest, or the interests of his or her other employer(s) or the 
business entity(ies) with which he or she is affiliated.

Defined Terms
Trusted Individuals – the Corporation’s Board members, officers, committee members, personnel, and key advisors. 

Related Parties – any of the following:
a. A Trusted Individual’s spouse, siblings, parents, children, adoptive children, grandchildren, in-laws, or domestic 

partner;

b. Any entity or trust of which Trusted Individuals or any one or more individuals described in paragraph (a) above 
serves as an employee, director, trustee, or officer; 

c.  Any entity or trust of which Trusted Individuals or any one or more individuals described in paragraph (a) above 
has a significant ownership or beneficial interest; or

d. Any entity or trust of which Trusted Individuals or any one or more individuals described in paragraph (a) above 
has any other conflict of interest.

Conflict of Interest Defined
A conflict of interest arises when circumstances raise the possibility that the duties of loyalty, good faith, and fair dealing 
of a Trusted Individual may be compromised such that the person receives a benefit or advantage causing the person to 
have dual or conflicting loyalties.  A business or personal relationship, or the involvement in certain activities, may create 
a conflict by impairing the independent judgment of such person in the exercise of duties relating to the Corporation and 
its operations. Any arrangements or circumstances, including employment, business dealings, political, family or other 
relationships, that might dissuade the Trusted Individual from acting in the best interest of the Corporation could give rise 
to a conflict of interest. 

This Policy applies whenever there is any current or proposed transaction, strategy, relationship, arrangement, grant, 
program or other activity in which (1) the Corporation would be a participant and in which one or more Trusted Individuals 
or Related Parties would have a financial, strategic or other business interest; or (2) there could be an actual or perceived 
conflict of interest for some other reason, including but not limited to any transaction, strategy, relationship, arrangement, 
grant, program or other activity, circumstance, or situation in which the interests of a Trusted Individual or Related Party 
could be seen as competing with, or compromising the interests of, the Corporation.
  
Examples of actual or potential conflicts of interest include, but are not limited to:
 

• Engaging directly or indirectly in a business transaction with the Corporation, including making a loan to or owing 
a debt or a financial obligation to the Corporation.

• Receiving, either currently or within the last 12 months, or potentially receiving, payment in cash or in-kind (e.g., 
gifts) from any firm or person outside the Corporation that transacts business or is seeking to transact business 
with the Corporation.
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• Acting as a broker, finder, go-between, or otherwise for the benefit of a third party in transactions involving, or 
potentially involving, the Corporation or its interests. 

• Holding a significant financial or control interest, or a position of influence, in any entity with which the Corporation 
does business or is seeking to do business (e.g., the Corporation’s vendors, contractors, collaborators, or 
affiliates). 

• Making or accepting referrals to or from outside providers or vendors of the Corporation that may result in 
personal gain. 

In any situation not specifically covered, Trusted Individuals should consider carefully any potential conflict between 
their personal interests and the interests of the Corporation and either refrain from any action that might be perceived as 
creating an actual or potential conflict of interest, or (at a minimum) disclose such potential conflict in accordance with the 
disclosure procedures set forth below. This Policy is intended to supplement but not replace any laws governing conflict of 
interest applicable to the Corporation.

Disclosure Requirement and Procedures for Review
Each Trusted Individual has a duty to disclose in good faith to the Corporation’s Board of Directors the material facts of 
any actual or potential conflicts of interest of such Trusted Individual or a Related Party. Trusted Individuals shall make 
disclosures by completing the attached Conflict of Interest Statement and Disclosure Form (“Disclosure Form”) on an 
annual basis, prior to initial election, appointment, or commencement of service for the Corporation, and on an on-going 
basis as any new activities or relationships arise.  

Disclosure Forms shall be submitted by staff to the Executive Director, and by Board members to the President of the 
Board (or to another Corporation staff person or office designated to receive and collate the Disclosure Forms).  The 
President or his or her designee (“President”) shall review all Disclosure Forms submitted by staff and Board members; 
shall maintain the Disclosure Forms on a permanent basis as part of the Corporation’s books and records; and shall report 
on conflicts annually to the Board.  If a situation arises that the President determines requires the Board’s immediate 
attention, he or she shall timely report to the Board.  

If the President (either through business or family), has any actual or potential conflict(s), the President shall bring this fact 
to the attention of the Board of Directors and shall complete a Disclosure Form, and the Board of Directors itself shall in 
the first instance review and take appropriate action on the President’s conflict(s). 

It is the responsibility of the Board to enforce the Conflict of Interest Policy.  The Board, or a designated committee of 
Board members, shall review the President’s report on the Disclosure Forms and shall follow up on each potential conflict 
within one month of the Trusted Individual’s initial submission of the Disclosure Form in order to determine if a conflict of 
interest exists.  A Trusted Individual making a disclosure shall have the opportunity to disclose all material facts as part of 
this review process, but may not participate in the Board deliberations or in the Board’s determination of whether a conflict 
of interest exists with respect to his/her disclosure.  

Any person having a conflict or potential conflict shall refrain from disclosing, and shall keep confidential, information 
presented to the Board and/or any discussion or decision by the Board. If the Board determines that a conflict of interest 
exists, any interested persons shall abstain from participating in discussions or decision-making on issues related to the 
matter in which the person has an interest.  

A Trusted Individual, who in the course of conducting Board business discovers that he/she has an actual or potential 
conflict, shall disclose the conflict immediately to the President in writing (and orally if the situation so requires) and shall 
abstain from discussions related to transactions or arrangements that involve, or may involve, the actual or potential 
conflict until a determination can be made by the Board regarding whether he or she has a conflict of interest. 
 
If a Trusted Individual believes another person within the Corporation may have a conflict of interest, the Trusted Individual 
shall promptly report the matter to the President for review or investigation by the Board, as necessary.

The minutes of the Board shall record the names of the persons who were found to have an actual or potential conflict of 
interest, the nature of the conflict, the nature of the follow-up, and the Board’s decision as to whether a conflict of interest 
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in fact existed. The minutes should also record both the names of the persons who abstained and of the persons who 
were present for discussions, any votes relating to the transaction or arrangement, the content of the discussion, including 
any alternatives to the proposed transaction or arrangement, if considered, and a record of any votes taken in connection 
with the determination. 

If the Board has reasonable cause to believe a Trusted Individual has failed to disclose actual or potential conflicts of 
interest, it shall inform the person of the basis for such belief and afford the person an opportunity to explain the alleged 
failure to disclose. If, after hearing the person’s response and after making any further investigation warranted by the 
circumstances, the Board determines the person has failed to disclose an actual or potential conflict of interest, it shall 
take appropriate disciplinary and corrective action.  Intentional violation of this Policy constitutes cause for termination 
or removal. If a conflict of interest cannot be resolved through abstention, the interested person may be terminated or 
asked to resign. Any proposed transaction in which a Trusted Individual or Related Party has a conflict of interest must be 
approved by a majority of the members of the Board, not including the interested individual.
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST DISCLOSURE FORM

FOR BOARD MEMBERS, OFFICERS, COMMITTEE MEMBERS, PERSONNEL, AND KEY ADVISORS

By signing this form, I acknowledge that I have read and understand Association for Resilient Campus Design and 
Innovation’s Conflict of Interest Policy, and I agree to comply with it. In compliance with the Policy, I have read the 
definition of Conflict of Interest (see pages 1-2 of the Policy), and I am making the following disclosures on behalf of 
myself and my Related Parties (as that term is defined by the Policy). 

Please Check One: 

       My Related Parties and I do not have any actual or perceived conflicts of interest.
  
       My Related Parties and I have the following actual or perceived conflicts of interest:

[attach additional pages if necessary]

My Related Parties and/or I am related (through business or family) to the following board members, officers, committee 
members, personnel, vendors, consultants, customers/clients, key advisors, etc.:

[attach additional pages if necessary]

The information given in this statement is complete and accurate to the best of my knowledge. I understand that I have a 
continuing obligation to promptly and fully disclose any actual or potential conflicts of interest whenever such situations or 
relationships arise.

Date    Signature
    

    Name (please print or type)

    
    Position or relationship with Association for Resilient Campus Design and Innovation
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ASSOCIATION FOR RESILIENT CAMPUS DESIGN AND INNOVATION
CONFLICT OF INTEREST DISCLOSURE FORM

ANNUAL REVIEW AND UPDATE

Please review the attached Conflict of Interest Disclosure Form completed and submitted to Association for Resilient 
Campus Design and Innovation by you on

If you have additional disclosures to report, or if you no longer have the affiliations or relationships that gave cause for a 
previous disclosure reported on the attached form, you must complete and submit a new Conflict of Interest Disclosure 
Form noting the changes.

If you have no changes to report, please respond below:

       I hereby acknowledge that I have read and reviewed the attached Conflict of Interest Disclosure Form completed 
and submitted by me to Association for Resilient Campus Design and Innovation on the date listed above, and I have no 
further disclosures to report or other changes to make, on behalf of myself or my Related Parties (as that term is defined 
Association for Resilient Campus Design and Innovation’s Conflict of Interest Policy).

The information given in this statement is complete and accurate to the best of my knowledge. I understand that I have a 
continuing obligation to promptly and fully disclose any actual or potential conflicts of interest whenever such situations or 
relationships arise.

Date    Signature
    

    Name (please print or type)

    
    Position or relationship with Association for Resilient Campus Design and Innovation
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